No Yelling!: A Baby Blues Collection
Synopsis

Still crazy after all these years! Behold Wanda and Darryl MacPherson as they navigate the chaos of modern parenting. For more than 25 years, the MacPherson family has brought the joy, humor, and poignancy of raising three children to funny pages worldwide in the popular comic strip, Baby Blues. No Yelling! reveals the sticky underbelly of parenting, shining a comedic light on everything from dealing with picky eaters to too much screen time. From gargantuan messes to legendary sibling disputes, readers will love following along as the MacPhersons—Darryl, Wanda, and children Zoe, Hammie, and Wren—overcome many of life’s hurdles. No Yelling! offers a perceptive glimpse into the lives of modern parents, complemented by witty and informative commentary from the co-creators themselves. This collection will appeal to anyone who has kids or who remembers what it was like to be one.
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Customer Reviews

We own all the Baby Blues books. The parents & kids in the strip are funny because they’re grounded in the loud, smelly, dirty, loving, sleepless, happy reality of having & raising children. The strips are mostly outright hilarious. They are sometimes poignant, but never sappy or preachy. There is no overarching "soap opera" filled with angst, as is found in many similar strips. These strips are just fun, funny, funniest. Our elementary-age son loves them, also.

As always, the Baby Blues comic strip shows the hysterically funny ups and downs of parenting. As
a mother of three, I have to laugh at the crazy things the MacPherson kids do and say...some of them are all too familiar. Zoe, Hammie and Wren do an excellent job of keeping their parents Wanda and Darryl on their toes. A great book...a funny one...I hope baby Blues continues for a long time.

Another great collection - this one is especially fun because there are author comments with several of the strips. Love the insight! Lots of laughs!

I am enjoying this book now. I love it and that Wren is finally walking and talking is great. Would buy from this seller again. AAAAA+++ 

Love this series. The characters are funny and remind me of my kids when they were little. Highly recommended for a light, fun read

We love Baby Blues as they continue to resonate with our family. Another great addition to the collection we have of this series.

An uncanny ability to relate to the real struggles of parenthood in a way that keeps the reader laughing! Great stress relief!

Another great baby blues collection. I loved the book and look forward to getting the next one when it is out
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